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This is a written request to extend my taxi vehicle licence. 
The reason is because I really need to use this vehicle to do my school run and taxiing.  The Car 7 
taxi company i work with no longer own any vehicle of their own any more, so this vehicle is the only 
one available for me to use.  I am looking into getting a new taxi vehicle but sadly I don't quite have 
the right amount of money to buy one just yet. 
The car itself is still in good condition.  I have been driving it for around 3 years+ now and it still run 
like the first day i bought it.  I just had a new cam-chain fitted a few months ago and my mechanic 
assure me the car is good for at least another 100,000 miles.  Had the MOT done a few weeks ago 
and pass straight away with only a few minor advisory.  Next time i get the car in for a service, i will 
have a chat with my mechanic about getting those advisory fix. 
I am told that a well maintaint BMW can do 300,000+ miles and last more than 15 years. I always 
service the car and getting it check regularly.  I would like to think i have maintain the car quite good 
and the car is still good to drive for another few more years. 
I have attach 5 photos of the car to the email.  The interior of the car still looks good with not much 
wear and tear after 11 years old. 
This car suppose to have a 4 monthly inspection impose from last year hearing but I never receive 
any email from licencing to do so.  Normally I would get an email with a web-link whenever my 
licence/vehicle/DBS is due for renewal, so i assume its the same for the inspection.  I'm not quite sure 
how the inspection work.  Is the the same as booking in for a taxi test?  When i didn't get an email 
after the first 4 months, I just assume its not needed anymore.  I got it wrong, i should have email 
licencing and get instruction how to process.  I will try and get it right next time. 
I am hoping to get the car licence extended as its the only way for me to earn money and pay the bills 
at the moment.  I enjoy being a taxi driver and i can't imagine doing something else. 
 
 
Thanks, 
Andrew Hiew 

 


